Dr. James Scalls for Basic Study of Man: Award Two Degrees at Founders' Day Service

College Geologists, on James: G. A. Wedge Receives L.H.D.

Two widely educated educators received honorary degrees at the annual Founders' Day exercises in Baltimore this afternoon.

Dr. Frank Cyril James, econom. 1937, who is now director of the School of Economics and Social Sciences at the University of Washington, was presented the honorary degree of doctor of laws.

The address was given by the late Dr. Rainier J. S. Williams who was president of the University of Washington when Dr. James was a student.
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Dr. James was born in Baltimore in 1861 and was graduated from the University of Washington in 1901 with the degree of bachelor of science.

He has been professor of political science at the University of Washington since 1901, and for the past six years has been president of the University of Washington.

Dr. James is one of the most prominent economists in the world, and his work has been widely recognized by the profession.

He is a member of the American Economic Association, the Econ. Soc. of America, and the Econ. Soc. of the West. He is also a member of the Econ. Soc. of the East.

In 1929, Dr. James was awarded the honorary degree of doctor of laws by the University of Washington.

He is the author of several books on economic topics, including "The Theory of Value," "The Principles of Economics," and "The Theory of Social and Political Economy." He is also the editor of the "Quarterly Journal of Economics." He has contributed numerous articles to economic journals.
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He has contribut...
A Jolt and a Bounce! One newsman describes himself as being "too busy to be fun,"--seems to be Spudnik's philosophy those days. His "Green Hornet" look is back and he is asLuckily Teter's car. What we want to know, George, is when you are going to give us some more stories of the other passengers?

Aman's Hat!

Adams' hats are really utilitarian, not only do they keep one's head dry with a face, but if need be, they may be easily converted into steins for containing water, milk, or any other liquid.

Oh, Those Kids!

We have heard reports from Professor Huffman's poultry class that they actually can use the age of the chickens to prove the teacher right or wrong. Adams has always had starch in his hat.

Everybody knows that he did not enjoy his stay on campus.

The car suffered so little is a tribute to our student body's attitude. At one time, ten Drexel students were trying to buy a certain blue Mercury might have been turning over to Gus Johnson.

On the other side of the ledger, they had evidence that the Drexel boys did paint at the far end of Collegeville. A gang from the town, let us say, '-40, Mary Yeager, Hazel Drumheller, and a certain Miss Main, wishes to display the old rah-rah spirit.

They also left a car complete with all the trimmings. The fact that the Drexel boys did paint for their own benefit is a lesson that they need to remember. When it comes time to select a sponsor, at a Hallowe'en party to which the pre­sinus professors!

Friday night those boys practiced, ironing out the rough edges, getting out the creases in timing, working out the solos, polishing up the songs, and having a good, very good, time.

The figures you up to date. There's the makings of a great college band, and if they continue to work and a little bit of encouragement, they'll have a unit. There was jivin' Jack Winter on the drums, the brilliant soloists, good orchestra­men, and a natural leader. Now they need is you, and you, and you.

Big band isn't a sensation right now, nor has it been for several years.

Those boys can play, all they need is them a car and they have right now, maybe it's just fair. But they worked hard and they still practicing.

They got some good orches­trations and they started to har­monize.

Better cut it out, Ditter! Not only do they keep one's head dry with a face, but if need be, they may be easily converted into steins for containing water, milk, or any other liquid.

SAVING MEN

Speaking of practice teachers --seems to be Spudnik's philosophy those days. His "Green Hornet" look is back and he is as..
Defense Training Class Enrolls 150 Workers In Free Night School

Approximately 150 defense workers enrolled last week in the Defense Training courses, sponsored by the United States Department of Education, and offered here at Ursinus.

Instruction in the various courses began last Tuesday with the registration of 115 defense workers. Classes will be held each Monday and Tuesday evening from 7:00 p.m. to 10:30 p.m., and the training is designed to extend over a period of fourteen and one-half weeks.

The faculty is composed of two Ursinus professors as well as several other men from the surrounding communities of Pottstown, East Norriton, and Limerick, under the direction of Dr. Frank L. Manning and Dr. Paul L. Dennis. In charge of the instruction in Foundations of Science, Engineering, Management, and Defense Training.

---

BURDAN’S
Ice Cream
Phone — Pottstown 816

---

HENOJJTIA MAKES HER DEBUT

What was the most popular cigar at Ursinus last week? Henrietta, of course! For Mary Henrietta Wagner gave vent to her first outcry on Saturday, October 18, at the Women’s Medical College Hospital in Philadelphia. A healthy, six-pound, nine-ounce baby girl, she is the daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Paul Wagner.

---

WHAT’S YOUR ORDER PLEASE?

Whatever it be, you’ll find it at...

1. M. LEBEGERN
The Corner Drug Store
BANDWICHES — ICE CREAM
SODAS
All Kinds at All Times

---

ERICA MAKES HER DEBUT

What is the most popular tobacco?

Camel — the cigarette of costlier tobaccos

---

THE SMOKE OF SLOWER- BURNING CAMELS CONTAINS

Less Nicotine

than the average of the 4 other largest-selling cigarettes tested — less than any of them — according to independent scientific tests of the smoke itself!

- BY BURNING 25% SLOWER than the average of the 4 other largest-selling brands tested — slower than any of them — Camels also give you a smoking plus equal, on the average, to...
Miss Snell's Charges Down Temple Friday, 2-1, to Remain Unbeaten

Amazons Come from Behind To Keep Slaves Down

Trailing by a score of 1-0 at the end of the first half, the Ursinus co-eds came from behind to defeat the Temple hockey team 2-1 on worn and undermanned ice by Temple, they could not land tallied first, and Babs Fow Ursinus Temple Playing Perkiomen Prep on the Bear changed our minds. duce a score. Thus the half ended.

Charges

Follow the lead of Adrienne Ames and send the men in the camps the cigarette that's Definitely MILDER and BETTER-TASTING.

Everything about Chesterfield is made for your pleasure and convenience—from their fine, finely blended tobaccos to their easy-to-open cellol phone jacket that keeps Chesterfield always Fresh and Cooler-Smoking.

Buy a pack and try them. You're sure to like them because the big boys of Chesterfield smoke Chesterfield ahead all over the country is the approval of smokers like yourself.

EVERYWHERE YOU GO They Satisfy

The Ursinus Weekly

Looking 'Em Over With
Buddy Adams

Drexel 14-University 7. That, old story.—And 20 Ursinus students groaned and looked to the future. But this time we really think there will be a different story. We're predicting a Bear victory over Mahnken.

And we're not mincing words over it either!

JOTTINGS ON THE GAME

That fellow you see wandering around the dressing room happens to be Tom Osh. He's still looking for the fellow with the ball. Have you seen a ball carrier go by here? Figaro's fine haircut on Saturday was really a work of art. From now on, however, Nick says he will charge for haircuts.

The campus defense put up by the Bear and Freeland boys after Friday night's "hot tip" was just about as effective as the Bear's past defense the next day. Result—one painting up and one football passed and run.

After that touchdown pass to Albie we had our answer to Bill Forrer, who is still undefeated. They climaxed the action by scoring the -one painting up and one football passed and run. The Engineers dizzy during the first half the

Frorer ............ R. B ... ........ .. Hinderer
Forrer ............ R. B ... ........ .. Hinderer

Nutmeg by Cooky

With the closing week of football coming up anything can happen. There is a chance that the Bears will be surved of a playoff berth with only two games to play. If that happens it will be a split and with Drexel on the schedule we consider it done. Many analysts claim that the Bears' tight end, Drexel is the only team out running Freeland. Freeland has an outside chance if they win their remaining three, but their schedule looks to be a bit tougher. It will take a certain amount of luck to finnish their hopes. Day-Highland certainly will. So he looks like Curtis, Brodbeck and Day-Highland in the playoffs.

Four out of five last week encourage us to take one more shot at some predictions. Monday: Curtis over Brodbeck—The Marines all the way. Tuesday: Day-Highland takes Freeland. Wednesday: Curtis wallops Drexel—A walk away. Thursday: Brodbeck takes one from Freeland. Monday: Day-Highland. We'll take Freeland. Tuesday: Stine vs. Day-Highland. Who cares? This is just a warm-up for the play-offs.

Standings:

Curtis 46, Freeland 0
Stine 10, Drexel 0
Brodbeck 10, Metaline 0
Curtis 9, Stine 9

Last Week's Scores:

Curtis 26, Drexel 0
Brodbeck 10, Metaline 0
Curtis 9, Stine 9

Our weekly look at teams. With the second round results cut and dry and some contestants already in the fourth round the tournament begins to take shape. Ed MacCain eliminated Curtis to move into the fourth round. While Jim Mallinger added to the first round picture. We look for those two clash to clash but don't count Ed MacCain out yet. I'll get out and watch the two clash and see who comes away the winner. The tournament must be finished as soon as the tourney schedule is released. First don't forget the "I'll never go down that swell medal that goes to the winner. It will remain on some girl's neck!"

Clawing Dragons Tame Rattles Bears, 14-7, in Second Half Scrapp

Steinmetz's Cubs Fall Before Superior Beef Of Engineer Freshermen

Outweighed and outnumbered by the Jay-Zee invaders of Coach Briggs' 64-83 Bear cubs, the Bears came from behind to win a 20-6 decision in its fourth Engineer Freshermen game. The Bears are still undefeated. They climaxed the action by scoring the first touchdown of the game.

The Cubs dominated the play, though they were taking a 0-14 lead half and were ahead at the end of the first half by a score of 0-14. The Bear offense came after a successful march led by passer Bill Forrer and was climax by a pass from Fetcht to Morgan for the score.

In the second half the power and weight of the Bear backfield was too much for the Cubs to overcome. Line plays and end sweeps by Herb Sherene, the Engineer fullback, crumbled three toes for the Bears.

For the Bears the work of Bill Fetch was especially outstanding. Fetch ran and ran the Engineers dizzy during the first half and only the superior forces of the Lehigh juniors could stop him. On the defense the Bear defense was on its game.

The Bears are the best in the conference. This tournament should be a good test for the Bears. The work of Bill Forrer and the opening week of football have been another touchdown by Al Tkacz. With the closing week of football having their last game of the year, the Bears are looking for a win to end the season. They have the edge over West Chester and a chance for the championship, but their schedule looks to be a little tough. It will take a certain amount of luck to finish their hopes. Day-Highland certainly will. So he looks like Curtis, Brodbeck and Day-Highland in the playoffs.
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